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All-atom molecular dynamics simulations for a single molecule of Leu-Enkephalin in aqueous
solution have been used to study the role of the water network during the formation of b-turns. We
give a detailed account of the intramolecular hydrogen bonding, the water-peptide hydrogen
bonding, and the orientation and residence times of water molecules focusing on the short critical
periods of transition to the stable b-turns. These studies suggest that, when intramolecular hydrogen
bonding between the first and fourth residue of the b-turn is not present, the disruption of the water
network and the establishment of water bridges constitute decisive factors in the formation and
stability of the b-turn. Finally, we provide possible explanations and mechanisms for the formations
of different kinds of b-turns. © 2004 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1780152#
I. INTRODUCTION
Proteins are strongly influenced by the behavior of the
surrounding solvent. Water has a significant impact on the
structure, stability, and dynamics of a protein as determined
from experiment and computer simulations. It has been
shown that there is a minimum amount of water necessary
for the biological function of a protein.1 It has also been
established that the properties of water molecules in the vi-
cinity of a protein’s biological waters2 differ significantly
from those of the bulk water. Detailed information on water
structure and dynamics, which is available from molecular
dynamics ~MD! simulations, can shed light on the role of
water in protein structure and function at an atomic level.
Numerous theoretical studies have analyzed the hydra-
tion and the structural properties of proteins and peptides but
in most cases, either static models or unfolding procedures
~for larger proteins! were used and averages over long peri-
ods were taken. However, folding emergences in a transition-
like fashion with critical moments of only 1–2 ps long. The
mechanisms of these transitions are not well understood and,
to the best of our knowledge, not many studies are devoted
to this key process. Therefore, we believe that the detailed
analysis of the water-peptide system during these critical pe-
riods will significantly advance the knowledge of peptide
and protein folding mechanisms.
Beck et al. investigated the solvation properties for all
20 L-amino acids using different tripeptide motifs simulated
for 0.3 ms,3 whereas others4 have unified experimental and
theoretical methods to characterize the interactions between
aminoacids and aqueous solvent. Other groups have used
MD simulations to study the water molecules that penetrate
and escape from protein hydration sites5,6 or the water dy-
namics near the protein surface.7,8 All these studies have em-
phasized the role of the water network surrounding protein
hydration sites of particular amino acid residues.
Enkephalins are pentapeptides that act as neurotransmit-
ters in the central nervous system, being endogenous opioid
peptides with morphine-like activity. Many research groups
have used them as models for studies aimed at developing
highly selective antagonists for use as pharmacological tools
in opioid research.9 Previous MD and NMR studies of the
enkephalins demonstrate that this highly flexible solvated
peptide runs through a large range of conformations on the
nanosecond time scale.10
The study of small peptides such as Leu-Enkephalin
~Fig. 1! and Met-Enkephalin is important from several
perspectives.11 They encapsulate protein-like features better
than smaller molecules ~e.g., N-methyl acetamide! and are
computationally accessible ~long MD simulations in water
over a relevant time scale! in contrast to even small proteins.
MD simulation of small peptides in water may offer insight
into the folding problem if it is long enough to demonstrate
reproducibly the experimentally observed phenomena ~e.g.,
turn formation!.
An excellent review of both experimental and theoretical
studies of the structural aspects of the Leu-Enkephalin using
a range of initial configurations and different solvation mod-
els was published by the GROMOS group.12 This review
gives a comprehensive account of the backbone and side
chain conformations indicating the existence of b-turns and
bends formed during the simulation. Aburi and Smith13 have
also applied MD methods to investigate the conformation of
Leu-Enkephalin as a function of pH. Abdali et al.14 used
Density Functional Theory ~DFT! calculations to verify a
single-bend conformation. Both these groups utilized all-
atom MD simulations in which the peptide started from its
extended configuration.
The main area of research in our group involves the
investigation of the dynamic complexity of molecular
processes.15 The approach focuses on the phase-space trajec-
tory of a molecular system to elucidate the rules and regu-
larities of the underlying dynamics that lead to self-
organising, emergent behavior. We are particularly interested
in applying similar complexity analysis methods to gain a
better understanding of the mechanisms of protein folding. It
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is not feasible to deal with the complexity of the whole
6N-dimensional phase-space trajectory and a proper, repre-
sentative subspace should be considered. Here, we have ex-
amined the water dynamics of a b-turn formation with a
view to identifying suitable data that can be used in the cal-
culation of the complexity of the system.
Despite continuous experimental advances, the process
of solvation in aqueous media remains a highly complex
phenomenon to describe and explain. Various interactions
between solvent and solute along with rearrangements of the
solvent density and network through the disruption/forming
of hydrogen bonds in the vicinity of the solute are examples
of factors that underlie these complications. The contribution
of the water network rearrangement towards the peptide’s
structure was also identified by Smith and Pettitt16 who have
studied the solvent structure of the bis~penicillamine! en-
kephalin zwitterion, a system similar to the Leu-Enkephalin
peptide.
Most of the above studies investigate the role of water
over an extended time interval, using radial distribution func-
tions, mean residence times, and other averaged parameters.
Our approach however, analyzes the water dynamics at the
specific moment of the b-turn formation. We want to infer
the causality of both peptide and water dynamical changes at
the moment of the b-turn structure emergence. Therefore,
although we performed five 3 ns long simulations in order to
identify the stable b-turns, our results and discussions are
focused at the specific structural transition periods, as de-
fined by geometric criteria. The time period used is ;4 ps
which, as shown later, covers the period of three regimes:
before the b-turn, quick transition, and stable turn.
To summarize, all-atom MD simulations started from the
extended configuration. Four out of five simulations ~labeled
I, II, III, and IV! reveal the existence of two stable b-turns;
the 1TYR-4PHE ~1–4 b-turn! and the 2GLY-5LEU ~2–5 b-
turn!. The existence of these turns is in general agreement
with the studies of the previously mentioned research
groups.12 We present an analysis of the impact of water dy-
namics on the b-turn formations and report the orientation
patterns and mobility parameters of the water molecules. In
most simulations, the role of water bridging was decisive for
the compact structure of the peptide. We will describe these
cases in turn and finally we will deduce a general mechanism
for all the observed simulations.
II. METHODS
For each simulation, the Leu-Enkephalin molecule
(NH31-TYR-GLY-GLY-PHE-LEU-COO2) was built using
SYBYL 6.9 ~Ref. 17! in a linear conformation and in a zwitte-
rionic form ~with N-terminal NH3
1 and C-terminal COO2).
It was solvated in a rectangular box of 5826 SPC ~Ref. 18!
water molecules. The aim was to obtain a continuous trajec-
tory of the coordinates, avoiding the ‘‘jumps’’ caused by pe-
riodic boundary conditions ~which would create difficulties
for the later calculation of complexity!. After solvation, the
system was energy minimized using the steepest descent
method for 500 steps. The GROMOS96 ~Ref. 19! force field
was used. All five simulations were 3 ns long ~of 0.002 ps
time steps!, performed with weak coupling to a water bath of
constant temperature at 300 K ~peptide and solvent individu-
ally!, with a coupling time of 0.1 ps. Pressure coupling was
also applied to a pressure bath with reference pressure of 1
bar and a coupling time of 0.1 ps.20 All bond lengths of the
peptide were constrained using the SHAKE ~Ref. 21! algo-
rithm. The SETTLE ~Ref. 22! algorithm was used to constrain
the bond lengths and angles of the SPC waters. The simula-
tions were performed using GROMACS.18 A 1 nm cutoff dis-
tance for both van der Waals and Coulomb potentials was
used. The system was allowed to equilibrate for the first 100
ps followed by snapshots of the dynamics at every 20 ps for
the rest of the simulation. At the critical point of turn forma-
tion we examined the system step by step for a period of 4 ps
~2000 steps!.
III. RESULTS
A. Overall peptide’s dynamics
To characterize the overall secondary structure of the
peptide, we have adopted the general definitions of the PRO-
MOTIF program.23 A b-turn is defined for four consecutive
residues if the distance between the Ca atom of residue i and
the Ca atom of residue i13 is less than 7 Å and if the two
central residues are not helical ~Fig. 2!. We want to empha-
size that for three of these simulations ~simulations II, III,
and IV! the b-turn remains stable for more than 400 ps. At
simulation I, the 1–4 b-turn remains stable for ;300 ps, to
be followed by a stable 2–5 b-turn.
The above turns are the result of a quick structural tran-
sition. In fact, as it is already mentioned, in all cases we used
the extended chain as a starting configuration. A hydrophobic
collapse took place shortly after, enhanced by the aromatic
nature of the Tyrosine and Phenylalanine residues. This col-
lapse created the conformational scaffold for a more compact
structure. At a critical point, the system suddenly folds even
further, to form the b-turns. There are no obvious reasons,
from the peptide’s point of view, for the character of this
transition. However, we observe a specific folding regime
~b- turn! emerging from an essentially chaotic system.
Therefore, it is more appropriate to concentrate our analysis
at specific moments of conformational transition, than to per-
form extensive conformational or cluster analysis throughout
the entire b-turn.
FIG. 1. The extended and folded conformation of Leu-Enkephalin. Notice
the hydrogen bond between TYR and 3GLY.
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B. Intramolecular H-bonding
during the b-turn formation
Before analyzing the results of the simulations, it is nec-
essary to define the terms used to describe the computed
structural features. Despite the common use of the term ‘‘hy-
drogen bonding,’’ its definition remains somewhat ambigu-
ous. The problem is not only technical, but also a conceptual
one. The criteria can include: geometrical parameters,24,25
energies,26 and kinetics.27 For the elucidation of the intramo-
lecular hydrogen bonding we have implemented the DSSP
electrostatic model.26 In this algorithm, hydrogen bonding is
established when donors and acceptors are within a defined
hydrogen bond energy threshold.
Figure 2 illustrates the b-turn formation in four different
simulations. Notice the difference in the sharpness and the
speed of the transition, particularly between simulation III,
where we have found no strong intramolecular hydrogen
bonds and water bridges, and simulations where many water
bridges ~simulation I! and intramolecular hydrogen bonds
~simulation II! take place. It has been reported that 25% of
all b-turns do not form a strong intramolecular hydrogen
bond between the first and the fourth residue. These turns are
often called ‘‘open’’ turns28 and this is found to be the case in
the first three b-turns ~Fig. 2, I–III!. Therefore, the ‘‘open’’
b-turns constitute the majority of the results of our simula-
tions, and we will refer to those more extensively.
Theoretical and experimental studies12 have reported
that there is no significant hydrogen bonding between the i
and i13 residues of a b-turn. Figure 3 demonstrates the
strength ~in terms of energy! of the intramolecular hydrogen
bonds. We notice that the energies of most of the hydrogen
bonds have a small negative value ~i.e., weak bonding!, ex-
cept for the 1CO→3NH interaction @Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!# and
2CO→4NH @Fig. 3~c!#.
In all cases, although there is no sign of a strong 1→4
hydrogen bond ~i.e., hydrogen bonding energy ,21 kcal/
mol!, there is a 1→3 hydrogen bond that stabilizes the back-
bone structure. All other hydrogen bonds shown in Figs. 3~a!
and 3~b! are weak and insignificant.
In one simulation out of five, we had the effect of strong
hydrogen bond formations between the i and i13 residue
during the moment of the turn. Figure 4 displays these
bonds.
In this particular simulation we noticed the following
case: initially, a strong salt bridge was formed between the
terminal residues @Fig. 4~g!# and thereafter the peptide had a
FIG. 2. The i to i13 Ca distances taken from four different simulations.
The dotted line denotes the b-turn threshold: the distance is at 7 Å. Notice
how the transitions of simulations I and IV are sharper than the other simu-
lations. This is attributed to strong water bridging and intramolecular hydro-
gen bonding. The stability of the turns can be seen at the graphs on the left.
For most of the simulations, the b-turn remains stable for more than 400 ps.
For the first simulation, we concentrate at the first transition point ~;376
ps!. For simulation IV we show the first 2000 ps.
FIG. 3. Hydrogen bond energies calculated by the DSSP algorithm based on
an electrostatic model. The three graphs correspond to three different simu-
lations of an open b-turn. ~a! and ~b! correspond to a 1–4 b-turn and ~c! to
a 2–5 b-turn.
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very compact configuration through the formation of strong
intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Figures 4~d!–4~f! illustrate
the hydrogen bonds between the carbonyl group of TYR and
the amide groups of 4PHE and 5LEU.
Therefore, considering the lack of strong 1→4 hydrogen
bonding for the majority of the simulations, we need to iden-
tify the factors that stabilize the b-turn. One of these factors
appears to be the solvent-peptide interaction.
C. Water-peptide H-bonding
during the b-turn formation
For all five simulations we have calculated the hydrogen
bonding between the water molecules and the peptide using
geometrical criteria ~see Appendix A!. They all produce
similar patterns. To elucidate some common principles, we
will concentrate on the water-peptide hydrogen bond pattern
of simulation I and draw from this some general conclusions.
There is a dense water-peptide hydrogen bond network
around the terminal residues ~Fig. 5, TYR and LEU!. This is
due to the strong electrostatic interactions between the nega-
tively charged 5LEU-COO2 atoms and water hydrogens and
between the positively charged 1TYR-NH3
1 atoms and water
oxygens. After the b-turn formation in simulation I ~;376
ps!, instead of numerous, short-lived hydrogen bonds, we
notice fewer but stronger interactions. This is an indication
of the water network rearrangement until the turn is actually
established. This observation applies also for PHE.
Figure 5 illustrates that 2GLY-NH is continuously hydro-
gen bonded to a water molecule. On the other hand,
2GLY-CO creates a stable hydrogen bond at the time of
b-turn formation. 3GLY and especially 3GLY-CO are also
involved with a long-lived water-residue hydrogen bonding
event.
To investigate further the peptide-water interactions, Fig.
6 demonstrates three different kinds of bridging between the
water molecules and the residues. In Fig. 6, ~a! corresponds
to water molecules bridging the same residue, ~b! corre-
sponds to water bridges shared by two adjacent residues, and
finally ~c! illustrates all the water bridges between distant
residues. We present the water bridge pattern of two ‘‘open’’
b-turns, a 1–4 ~graphs a1, b1, c1! and a 2–5 b-turn ~graphs
a2, b2, c2!. The ellipses indicate the important water bridges
that stabilize the two turns.
In Fig. 6, graph a1, the most distinctive feature is the
FIG. 4. Hydrogen bond energies calculated by the DSSP algorithm based on
an electrostatic model for the simulation IV. Notice the strong intramolecu-
lar hydrogen bonds formed during the b-turn formation ~d!, ~e!, and ~f!. The
dashed lines denote the moment of transition.
FIG. 5. ~Color! Water-peptide hydrogen bonds. The blue layers correspond
to the NH-OH2 bonds and black to the CO-H2O hydrogen bonds. At the top
of the graphs three snapshots of before, during, and after the b-turn forma-
tion are shown. The differences in the water network and the different water
bridges can be seen.
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water bridge shared within LEU. At the critical point of the
b-turn formation though, this bridge breaks, adjusting to the
water network reorientation and allowing more backbone
flexibility. The same feature is observed in Fig. 6, graph a2,
this time for the 2–5 b-turn. In Fig. 6, graph b2, we notice
the water bridges between 4PHE and 5LEU that are seen to
be breaking at the transition instant.
From Fig. 6, graph c1, before the critical moment of
376.2 ps, two important water bridges are formed. The first
between 1CO and 5COO2 that disappears after the b-turn is
formed and the other between 1CO and 3NH. Around 376.2
ps, the water bridge between 4CO and 1NH appears, starting
with the first amine hydrogen and then moving to the second
one ~ellipse!. It is worth mentioning that the latter water
bridge stays intact for more than 1.5 ps. In Fig. 6, graph c2,
the ellipse emphasizes the formation of water bridges be-
tween 2GLY and 5LEU that lead to the formation of the 2–5
turn.
D. Orientation of water molecules
during the b-turn formation
We calculated an angle ^a& which represents the water
orientation averaged over all water molecules within a par-
ticular shell ~for more details see Appendix B!. When ^a&
,90°, a water oxygen’s lone pairs are directed towards the
reference point and when ^a&.90° the lone pair points away
from it.
To distinguish between the dynamics of ‘‘random’’ and
‘‘structured’’ water, the standard deviation of a in each shell
was calculated ~see Appendix B!. If the standard deviation is
,39.8°, we will assign water as ‘‘structured’’ since it exhib-
its a monomodal distribution, if it is .39.8° water has a
multimodal distribution.31
Assigning the 3GLY’s backbone hydrogen (N-H) as our
reference point, we calculated ^a& and standard deviation for
the whole peptide. Although the results are similar for the
majority of the simulations, we are going to illustrate the
findings of simulation I that led to a 1–4 b-turn. In Fig. 7,
the upper curve corresponds to ^a& and the one below to the
standard deviation.
Figure 7 highlights that when an average is taken over
the whole peptide, important information about the specific
regional orientation of water is lost. Therefore, to draw a
more useful result, we have considered each residue in turn.
Figure 8 illustrates a particular trend ~black line!, an as-
cending behavior, starting from the positively charged TYR
and ending at the negatively charged LEU. This was ex-
pected as the water oxygens orient their lone pairs away from
the residue as they approach the negatively charged environ-
ment. Furthermore, it is also expected for the terminal
charged residues to have more ‘‘structured’’ surrounding wa-
ter molecules due to strong electrostatic interactions. For
5LEU the ^a& values remain well above 90° for all distances,
especially at the second shell ~Fig. 8, graph e2!. Also, the
standard deviation remains below 39.8°, which indicates that
the water molecules are organized pointing their lone pairs
away from the residue. There is no clear sign that the orien-
tation of water molecules changes during the b-turn forma-
tion.
FIG. 6. Water bridging between ~a! the same residue, ~b! between neighbor-
ing residues, and ~c! between distant residues. Notice in graph c1 the 1–4
water bridge and in c2 the 2–5 bridge.
FIG. 7. Leu-Enkephalin’s ^a& and the standard deviation of a at ~a! 3.5 Å,
~b! 3–4.5 Å. The upper curve corresponds to ^a& and the one below to the
standard deviation.
FIG. 8. ^a& and standard deviation of each residue ~from bottom to top! up
to 3.5 Å, 3–4.5 Å, 5–7 Å. The reference points are the hydrogens of the NH
group of each residue. The ~top! black curves correspond to ^a& and the
~bottom! gray ones to the standard deviation. The vertical lines designate the
b-turn formation moment.
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For the positively charged NH3
1 group, the ^a& and stan-
dard deviation values are similar for all three hydrogen at-
oms. Therefore, we will only present the data for one of the
hydrogens. It is clear ~Fig. 8, graph a1! that the ^a& values lie
below 90; i.e., the water oxygen lone pairs point towards the
residue on average ~Fig. 8, graphs a1, a2, a3!. The first shell
water molecules undergo different stages of organization,
sometimes less, sometimes more ‘‘structured’’ behavior. This
behavior can be partially attributed to the presence of the
polar side chain. Again, there is no sign of a specific influ-
ence of the b-turn formation around 376 ps.
The water molecules around 4PHE ~Fig. 8, graphs d1,
d2, d3! orient their oxygen lone pairs, on average, away from
the residue at all distances ~it is hydrophobic!. After the mo-
ment of the b-turn formation ~376–376.5 ps!, the waters
reach the minimum standard deviation, while ^a& is ;100°
~Fig. 8, graph d1!. This signifies that at this particular time,
most water molecules point away from the residue. At the
second shell ~Fig. 8, graph d2! this effect is smoother but still
exists.
The water molecules surrounding 3GLY ~Fig. 8, graphs
c1, c2, c3! are randomly oriented, pointing their oxygen lone
pairs both away and towards the residue. On average they
have a slight tendency to point away, as ^a&.90° ~Fig. 8,
graphs c1, c2!.
For residue 2GLY ~Fig. 8, graphs b1, b2, b3!, we observe
a rapid change of ^a& and most importantly, of the standard
deviation. Considering the first shell ~Fig. 8, graph b1!, the
water molecules switch from an almost random orientation
to a significantly more structured organization with the oxy-
gen lone pairs pointing towards the residue. The standard
deviation reaches a minimum, which implies that this is a
cooperative motion of the water molecules. Interestingly, this
feature is more profound at the second shell ~Fig. 8, graph
b2!, where a drop of ^a& together with low standard deviation
values suggests a rapid change of the water orientation. This
drop is also visible, to a lesser extent, at a greater distance
~Fig. 8, graph b3!.
This rearrangement of the water orientation surrounding
the glycine residues ~2GLY or 3GLY! was observed in other
simulations in both the first and second solvation shells
~Fig. 9!.
Figure 9 illustrates the ^a& of three simulations leading
to a fast ‘‘open’’ b-turn ~Fig. 9, simulation I!, a slow open b-
turn ~Fig. 9, simulation II!, and a fast turn with strong in-
tramolecular hydrogen bonds ~Fig. 9, simulation IV!. Notice
that in the cases of a fast transition, the reorientation at the
moment of the b-turn formation is more profound.
To validate this observation, we examined whether this
behavior was an artifact. Since an average is taken over wa-
ter molecules, a sufficient number is required to make rea-
sonable conclusions. It was found that the number of water
molecules around 2GLY or 3GLY are from 5 to 8 for the first
shell and from 9 to 14 for the second shell. In both cases
there are enough water molecules for the calculation of av-
eraged orientations. Furthermore, if an artifact was to be
present at 2GLY then the same artifact would be present
around 3GLY, which is not the case.
The next step is to consider the water organization of
residues adjacent to 2GLY. We have already encountered the
water organization around 3GLY ~Fig. 8, graph c1!. TYR
contains a polar side chain that might influence the orienta-
tion of 2GLY waters. The solvent organization around this
polar group is shown in Fig. 10.
TYR can be considered as being mostly hydrophobic,
except for the hydroxyl group that readily interacts with wa-
ter. These characteristics are reflected in the total orientation
of water molecules surrounding the TYR-OH group, since
^a& is randomly distributed in the first shell @Fig. 10~a!#. The
standard deviation also supports this randomness.
FIG. 9. Orientation angles ^a& for the second shell water molecules sur-
rounding GLY residues for three different simulations ~I, II, IV—see Fig. 2!.
The dashed rectangle illustrates the moment of b-turn formation.
FIG. 10. ^a& and standard deviation of the water molecules orientation sur-
rounding TYR-OH side-chain at ~a! 3.5 Å, ~b! 3–4.5 Å, and ~c! 3–4.5 Å.
Reference point is the hydrogen of the OH group of the side chain.
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E. Water mobility
In order to attain more insight into the dynamics of water
close to the peptide, the water residence times were calcu-
lated. There are a number of different approaches to address
this issue.30
The average mobility ~or residence! of the water mol-
ecules surrounding a peptide within a given distance, over a
period of 4 ps, was monitored ~see Appendix C for more
details!. For these calculations, three different solvation
shells were evaluated. One from 1.5 to 3.5 Å, one from 3 to
4.5 Å, and finally one from 5 to 7 Å.
Figure 11 illustrates the residence times of simulation I
~fast ‘‘open’’ b-turn! for each residue in turn. At the first
solvation shell most of the residues share a similar pattern,
especially around the turn formation time ~;375 ps!. The
residence times start from a low value, reach a maximum and
then suddenly drop to a minimum point, indicating that the
water molecules surrounding the residues ‘‘thaw’’ for a short
period of time.
This is also the case for the residence times around the
whole peptide and for the majority of the simulations ~Fig.
12!. Thus, this effect should be considered as general and
important for the whole peptide molecule and the surround-
ing water network.
IV. DISCUSSION
Many soluble proteins follow a complex folding process
that results in the same overall conformation, often in a re-
producible manner.31 The analysis of water dynamics ap-
pears to be fundamental to the folding event ~studied here!
for the following reason; in the majority of the simulations
there are no strong intramolecular hydrogen bonding interac-
tions ~between the i and i13 residues! that drive the dynam-
ics leading to the b-turn, yet the turn occurs and a stable
hydrogen bonding network is established. What drives
this—is it the ‘‘engine,’’ the peptide, or the water ~or both!?
What is the contribution of the neighboring water molecules
and the water bridges towards the formation of the b-turn?
We believe that the interaction of water molecules is the
catalyst in the turn formation especially during the critical
moment of an open b-turn formation. We would like to em-
phasize that the above calculations as well as the following
discussion focus solely at this critical moment. Therefore, we
will concentrate on these 4 ps during which fundamental
structural changes take place.
From the experimental point of view, Sakarellos et al.32
determined ~using NMR techniques! that neither the
2GLY-CO nor the 3GLY-CO appear to be intramolecularly
hydrogen bonded in aqueous solution. Other experimental
groups reported the same findings,12 in agreement with most
of our simulations. In summary, we have found that for the
majority of the simulations, the peptide adopts a folded con-
formation ~b-turn! that stays for more than 400 ps ~out of 3
ns!. The following discussion investigates further the solvent
dynamics involved during these transitions, in terms of water
orientation, time residence, water-peptide hydrogen bonding,
and water bridging. At the end of the discussion we link the
results together.
As already mentioned, for the majority of the b-turns
there are no strong intramolecular bonds between the donors
and acceptors of the i and i13 residues at the moment of
formation. However, we have found cases of i and i12 hy-
drogen bonds @Figs. 3~a!–3~c!#. Apparently, these inner hy-
drogen bonds initially build a strong framework to bring the
residues together ~indicating a kind of zip-up mechanism33!.
We can assume that the flexibility of the pentapeptide con-
stitutes the main reason for the lack of further hydrogen
FIG. 11. Residence times of water molecules surrounding the residues at
three different distances. ~1! 1TYR, ~2! 2GLY, ~3! 3GLY, ~4! 4PHE, ~5!
5LEU.
FIG. 12. Residence times of the waters surrounding the first solvation cell of
the peptide during simulations I, II, III, and IV. The dotted line denotes the
moment of the b-turn formation, when the water molecules become more
agile ~especially at the first three simulations!.
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bonds. Additionally, we notice ~Fig. 4! that when 2→5 hy-
drogen bonds do take part, it is due to the contribution of a
strong salt bridge. At this point we need to include solvation
factors to understand further how the b-turn is formed and
stabilized.
First of all, we calculated the water density, in terms of
the number of water molecules, included in the inner cavity
defined by the peptide’s backbone for the defined critical
moments of turn formation. The only clear pattern identified
from these calculations was that during the formation of the
fast b-turn, the water molecules reach their minimum num-
ber ~sometimes zero!. However, this was not the case for the
slower transitions, as there was no clear correlation between
the actual moment of the b-turn and a change of the number
of associated water molecules.
Furthermore, Fig. 5 illustrates the general pattern for the
water-peptide hydrogen bonds. As expected, most water mol-
ecules interact with the terminal residues and the number of
these hydrogen bonds decreases after the formation of the
turn. This is also expected as the peptide is less exposed to
the solvent. Other than that, it is difficult to draw a general
conclusion that relates the water-peptide hydrogen bonds
with the moment of the turn formation.
The intramolecular hydrogen bonding has been based on
the hydrogen bonding energies calculated by the DSSP algo-
rithm. But when calculating the distances between donors
and acceptors of energies .21 kcal/mol ~weak interaction!,
it came as a surprise to realize that the distances between
them were ;4.7 Å ~which is much greater than the distances
usually assumed for a hydrogen bond!. We understood that
the reason for this weak hydrogen bonding energy is the
presence of water molecules between the donor and acceptor.
Consequently, Fig. 6 illustrates the significant 1TYR-4PHE
and 2GLY-5LEU water bridges that stabilize the 1–4 and
2–5 b turns. The former water bridge stays in place for more
than 2 ps and we believe that it constitutes the main reason
for the fast formation of the b-turn. Strong water bridges
were also identified in the case where intramolecular hydro-
gen bonding did take place. This is due to the charged ter-
minal residues that attract a larger number of water mol-
ecules. But the timing of the later water bridges shows no
correlation with the moment of the b-turn formation. None-
theless, it is clear that for the ‘‘open’’ b-turns, the existence
of the water bridges is important.
The a angles and their standard deviations give insight
into the average orientation of the oxygen atoms of the water
molecules next to each residue. We have already seen ~Fig. 8,
graphs a1, a2, a3! how the positively charged 1TYR induces
the oxygen lone pairs of the water to point towards the resi-
due, whereas the negatively charged 5LEU ~Fig. 8, graphs
e1, e2, e3! directs water oxygen lone pairs to orient away
from it. Additionally, due to Coulombic effects, the standard
deviation values illustrate that the waters are aligned along
one direction. Of note is that none of the terminal residues
show any particular change ~in terms of water molecule ori-
entation! around the moment of the turn formation.
On the other hand, the water molecules surrounding the
glycines demonstrate a particular trend. Generally, the im-
pact of their greater conformational flexibility on protein
structure and enzymatic activity has been reported.34,35 In our
simulations, both glycines carry a similar number of sur-
rounding water molecules and therefore, one would expect
that the water network around 2GLY demonstrates similar
features to 3GLY. On the contrary, the surrounding water
molecules of one glycine ~of each simulation! exhibits a
rapid reorientation at the time of the b-turn formation. More
specifically, around the b-turn formation, we see that ^a&
reaches a minimum value ~Fig. 8, graph b1, and Fig. 9!. At
the same time, the standard deviation changes suddenly from
.38.9° to !38.9°. Thus, for the majority of the simulations,
all water oxygens in the first solvation shell, at that particular
moment, orient their lone pairs towards one of the glycines.
This could be partially attributed to the small number of
water molecules surrounding the particular residue, but we
notice that the same pattern is seen at the second solvation
shell ~where the number of water molecules is significantly
higher! ~Fig. 9!. Therefore, we believe that this is a general
preference of water orientation around one of the glycines
and, to our view, the most important finding of the ^a& cal-
culations. We believe that this sudden reorientation of the
water molecules is implicit to the whole water network rear-
rangement in order for the water molecules to find optimal
positions for either water bridging or intramolecular hydro-
gen bonding.
The objective of the analysis of the water molecules resi-
dence times is to capture the local effect of the mobility of
the water molecules at the time of the b-turn formation. Due
to the number of different algorithms and the different mo-
lecular systems used to evaluate the protein-solvent interface
residence times, there is a high variability in the results and
thus it is difficult to draw general conclusions. Additionally,
the small size of Leu-Enkephalin and the short period of the
calculation ~4 ps! makes it difficult to compare our results
with the observations on water mobility analyzed in protein
systems.36,37 NMR data reveal that most of the molecules in
the first water layer ~including those that appear to be fixed
in the crystal! are in rapid motion in solution. These results
imply that water molecules near the protein surface remain
very mobile with a diffusion rate similar to that of bulk
water.38 However, there are also several reports of longer
residence times of the protein surface waters compared with
the bulk.39 It appears though that this can be explained by the
fact that without exception, all sites with very long residence
times are trapped either in cavities inside the protein or in the
protein grooves. Additionally, the H-bond lifetimes between
the protein and the solvent, which are a reflection of the
water’s residence times, can vary from 0.5 ps up to 50 ps or
even more.40 For Leu-Enkephalin, the lack of cavities ~or
grooves! and the existence of hydrophobic residues reduce
significantly the average residence time ~Fig. 11!.
An additional reason for the short residence times in our
simulation is the fact that most of the water molecules are
close to the hydration shell boundaries. Since water mol-
ecules oscillate around the boundary region, they change sol-
vation shells frequently and that leads to a series of many
short ‘‘residence’’ intervals. Indeed, a close inspection of the
times the water molecules spend inside a shell demonstrates
two types of residence intervals: long ones, when a water
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molecule resides for a considerable fraction of the 1 ps av-
eraging period and consecutive short ones, sometimes of
only a few femtoseconds long. Therefore, water mobility in-
creases and the ‘‘survival time’’ becomes very small. This is
more significant for the glycines, since they are associated
with the least number of surrounding water molecules. Inter-
estingly, in the second water shell, only the glycines continue
to exhibit this pattern. The rest of the residues have a differ-
ent water residence pattern.
Nevertheless, as far as the first solvation shell is con-
cerned, there is an obvious pattern formed, indicating the
change in the water molecules mobility when close to the
moment of b-turn formation. The general pattern demon-
strates a maximum value of the residence time ~Figs. 11 and
12! before the b-turn, then a drop, a small fluctuation around
this lower value and then, an increase after the turn is estab-
lished. This is mainly for the peptide surface water mol-
ecules. When we move further from the surface, at the dis-
tance of 3–4.5 Å from each peptide atom, this pattern is lost.
In order to explain the above pattern, we hypothesize that
before the turn formation, the water molecules are settled in
an established network. This network allows little mobility
for the water. The kinetic and potential energy of the water
molecules is reapportioned, followed by molecular motion
which disrupts the hydrogen bonding network and allows the
water molecules to establish new positions in the network.
Given this hypothesis, we need to identify the causes of this
disruption.
It is possible that when the two charged terminal resi-
dues come together, or when the PHE side chain moves away
from the solvent, water volume is excluded from the interior
of the peptide surface. Additionally, the flexibility of the gly-
cines may be another contributor to breaking the rigidity of
the water network ~Fig. 8, graph b1!. Around this region, the
water molecules are less constrained and during a folding
event they can be easily excluded towards the bulk. The
water can be easily ‘‘squashed’’ out allowing closer peptide-
peptide contacts.
We believe that the resultant water network rearrange-
ment will lead the peptide to an optimum conformation for
water bridging ~when intramolecular hydrogen bonding is
not present!. Di Nola et al.41 have reported how water pre-
vents the 4→1 hydrogen bond between Met-CO and
Phe-NH groups, forming a H-bonded bridge between these
groups and causing a modification of the secondary structure.
For the majority of our simulations, we have evidence that
the water bridges are the stabilizing factors of the peptide’s
structure.
Summarizing our findings for the moment of the b-turn
formation, we suggest the following scenario. The case of
the ‘‘open’’ b-turn formation can be described by three
stages. The first stage is characterized by a relatively high
flexibility of the peptide represented by a small number of
weak intramolecular H bonds and many short-lived water
bridges ~Fig. 6!. The water network is on average oriented
with the preference to be uniformly aligned next to the two
charged residues. At the end of this stage, a specific network
reconfiguration featuring a collective alignment of water
molecules in the vicinity of the glycines ~different from the
rest of the peptide! takes place. This is also accompanied by
a stiffening ~lower mobility! of the network’s surface layer
around the peptide.
The second stage ~376–376.2 ps! is a quick rearrange-
ment of the water network that demonstrates a higher mobil-
ity of water molecules not only at the surface but also further
from the peptide. The peptide usually forms a strong in-
tramolecular hydrogen bond between the inner residues of
the backbone and very few water bridges and displacement
of water from the enclosed volume of the turn ~the ends are
forming a loop, restricting water access to the inner surface!.
Finally, at the third stage the turn is formed, a stable
1TYR-4PHE or 2GLY-5LEU link reinforced, normally by a
new water bridge. The water network reforms to its initial,
predominantly uniform state.
In the case of a b-turn with intramolecular hydrogen
bonding between the i and i13 residues, we have seen how
it is influenced by the closed structure of the terminal resi-
dues enforcing further strong intramolecular hydrogen
bonds.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Through five all-atom MD simulations of Leu-
Enkephalin, we have investigated in detail the moment of a
b-turn formation ~for a period of 4 ps!. Particularly, we ana-
lyzed the influence of the water network on the folding in
terms of the intramolecular hydrogen bonding pattern, the
water-peptide hydrogen bonding, the orientation of the water
molecules, and finally the average residence time of water
molecules around the peptide. Importantly, we gave a de-
tailed account of the role of the water hydrogen bonding
network and intermolecular water bridging and how this con-
tributes to the formation of a b-turn.
We have demonstrated how the specific water network
rearrangements have led to the formation of critical water
bridges that define the peptide’s structure. The calculations
indicate that the peptide conformation is initially stabilized
by the water network which subsequently reorganizes due to
increased water mobility ~thaws! allowing greater peptide
flexibility and establishment of a stabilizing intramolecular
hydrogen bonding network consistent with an open b-turn
which is subsequently stabilized by a new hydrogen bonding
network of lower water mobility. Finally, we stressed the
contribution of the flexible glycines to the system’s rear-
rangement.
The phenomena described, when combined, lead to a
fast transition in the peptide conformation. It should be em-
phasized that only the joint effect of these processes appears
to drive ~or allow! the motion of the peptide towards the
folded conformation.
Thus, after having identified the significant water mol-
ecules involved in these critical moments, we will proceed
with the complexity analysis of their dynamics that we ex-
pect will provide a fundamentally new viewpoint on the
emergence of structure in the time periods of conformational
transition.
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APPENDIX A: WATER-PEPTIDE HYDROGEN
BONDING CALCULATION
To define hydrogen bonding between the water mol-
ecules and the peptide residues, we used the following geo-
metrical criteria: strong hydrogen bonds are present when the
hydrogen and the acceptor are no more than the hydrogen
bonding cutoff distance apart ~2.5 Å!, when the D-H---A
angle is at least 120° and when all H---A-R angles are at
least 90°. ‘H’ stands for hydrogen, ‘D’ for donors, ‘A’ for
acceptors and ‘R’ for the carbon atom bound to the acceptor.
APPENDIX B: ORIENTATION OF WATER MOLECULES
The following algorithm was applied to evaluate the
changes in the water molecule orientations during the critical
transitions. We selected each residue of Leu-Enkephalin and
calculated the water molecules found within a distance of
1.5–3.5 Å, 3–4.5 Å, and from 5 to 7 Å, respectively. The
distances were measured between the residue atom and any
of the water molecule atoms within each range. Then, we
defined a reference point on the peptide ~typically, the hydro-
gen of the backbone’s N-H) and calculated the angle a be-
tween two vectors: one starting at the reference point and
ending at the oxygen of the water and the other, the sum of
the two OH bond vectors of the water molecule. This angle
was then averaged over all selected water molecules. The
obtained ^a& represents the water orientation averaged over
all water molecules within a particular shell. When ^a&
,90°, a water oxygen’s lone pairs are directed towards the
reference point and when ^a&.90° the lone pair points away
from it.
To distinguish between the dynamics of ‘‘random’’ and
‘‘structured’’ water, the standard deviation of a in each shell
was calculated. By ‘‘structured,’’ we mean water molecules
that are aligned in a similar fashion for a significant period of
time. A randomly oriented water, with all angle values
equally probable, will have ^a&590°. Conversely, it is pos-
sible to have the same value of ^a& if water is structured,
only this time all angles will not be equally probable but
symmetrically distributed around 90°. We calculate the stan-
dard deviation in order to distinguish between these two wa-
ter organizations. Randomly oriented water molecules have a
standard deviation value of 39.8°. Thus, if the standard de-
viation is ,39.8°, we will assign water as ‘‘structured’’ since
it exhibits a monomodal distribution, if it is .39.8° water
has a multimodal distribution.29
APPENDIX C: WATER RESIDENCE TIME
The average mobility ~or residence! of the water mol-
ecules surrounding a peptide within a given distance, over a
period of 4 ps, was monitored. Our algorithm calculates the
time periods during which a single water molecule is present
within a given distance range from each residue atom. Then
we average these times over the total number of water mol-
ecules found within this range. This was updated every 0.1
ps. The algorithm was applied for the total period of 4 ps.
Since this is averaged over a time period, we have chosen to
use a time window of 1 ps, which is long enough to contain
several events of the water molecules entering, leaving, or
residing within a shell.
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